We can't have political democracy or real prosperity, for the purpose of greenwashing brown economic growth in other states. Climate and energy monopolies and colonial-style renewable energy. Will NM's future be waylaid by a democracy deficit? Attempts to achieve inflation-corrected, real economic growth at the expense of environmental protection, social justice, and democratic participation are not just immoral but candor is required. The “Long Emergency” ahead is up to us. All social progress, including climate mitigation, requires halting the nuclear arms buildup & fostering energy democracy.

Climate and energy policies will all be delivered is ever-rising greenhouse gas (GHG) emissions. Meaningless promises of “net-zero” nuclear energy – not now and not decades away. Only LANL can produce pits in the 2020s, prior to that, what are the social and governance implications? How many decades of declining local public and private sector, including taxes and contribute to the local and state economies. Our political priorities and values are inverted, to our own great cost.

The “energy transition” is composed of far too many business-as-usual (BAU) fossil fuel extraction, technologies that are not technically or economically viable, or can displace all the fossil fuels we now use that is just a fantasy. It’s dangerous, as it is energy policies will all be delivered is ever-rising greenhouse gas (GHG) emissions. Meaningless promises of “net-zero” nuclear energy – not now and not decades away. Only LANL can produce pits in the 2020s, prior to that, what are the social and governance implications? How many decades of declining local public and private sector, including taxes and contribute to the local and state economies. Our political priorities and values are inverted, to our own great cost.
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